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+ERC)DYNAMIG!COMPUTATION OF GLIDERS,*
~:
‘Ihereaazkable soaring-flightperi’ormancesof last atitumn
%Iidthe large pri~es’now offered lead us to expect considerable
impro?nment in the maximum perfblmances thin YeaX8 Every intere-
sted const~ctor must therefore st$ive all th$ uoze to obtain in-
sight by co@utation into the.most favorable proportions for his
There is indeed no pezfect glider theory, that has been con-
firmed by scientific experiments. One follows the theory of
Kno~ler-Betz** and is successful, another adopts adjustable wings
(Haeth) with like success, and a,third makes record performances
with an ordinary airplane, without speoial theory, We may however
lay down one principle, winch iS of equal significance for every
kind of construction, and which will serve as the starting point
for all computations: The energy requirement of an aircraft for
gliding flight must be the minimum.
In the following disoussion, a
principles of airplane construction
tail by Vogt and Lippisch in Nos. 7
knowledge of the theoretiel
is assumed, as presented in de--
and 10-19 of the 1919 volume
of this publication. A few quantities will however be otherwise
I
designated, in accordance with the G8ttingen symbols.
m
* From ‘lFlugsportS“ &y 24, 1922; pp. 170-177.
** .l)r, A. Betz, of the G&tingen Aerodynamic Institute, had already
ooqmted, in 1912, that an airfoil capable of turning about its
transverse axis may reap m advantage fr~m a periodic ohange in
the direction of the wind (Zeitschrift fur Flugtechnik und Motor-
~uftsohiffahrt, 1912, pp. 269-~72).
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The above-mentioned requirement bf mibimtunenergy is self-
-evident. Any aixplane must have a ~ertain speed for each apgle
,of“&t&c~,’”~no~~er ‘~~rnai~%alti”’horizontalflight; This produces
a oertain head resistance, :which is the sum of the resistance of
the wings and the “pazasitellresistw~ce of the non-lifting parts.
at the speed per
Dv in kg.m/sec.
horizontal flight
second v, must be overcome
If, with an engj.nelessaiz-
as soaring flight, and con-
sidex, further, that the energy of such an aircraft is obtained in
some way f~om the energy of m.ov~nga~.r,we realize that soaring
flight will be just sc much more easily attained as the enera~ to
,,,!”,,,
be obkained~ifromthe wind is smaller. It is fundamentally the
same, whether this energy is acquired through the skill of the
Pilot or through the better adaptation of the aircraft itself.
Instead of expressing this energy requirement by our ‘txwQ
symbols CL, CD> $, and ‘W, we will represent these relations
in another manner (Fig. 1), We will let Vy xepr8sent the verti-
cal ascending speed per
If the airoraft were now
the weight Y?, it would
second of the aircraft in gliding flight.
raised the distance Vy Per second by
continue its flight without loss of alti-
tude. This pzocess can be imagined as divided at will and leads
quite simply to the representation of the flight energy as the .
product of W times vy. Since, however, the weight W of the
aircraft remains constant, any lessening of the requited flight
sner~ amounts to the same thing as a lessening of the descending
speed. In other words: ‘The descending speed must be reduced s-s
much as possible.n
1-
1In gliding flight, the air speed of the aircraft is computed
.
-n ,19-19$pO-52z) from
‘“=’(SeG“’also“Flugtipott, —,..
L =Fcosv ‘CL&:~2
yin which P = ~ the air density. At small gliding angles (5 to
10°) of our best airplanes, cos V = 1 is accurate eneugh and
hence
L =W= CL S+ #
from which we obtain the wind speed
-vv/
v =
J
gk-~ 1
sp~
The descending speed is vy=vsin CP
Again, with sufficient accuracy,
Hence
-.
To leave this quantity as small as possible is the object of
) the computation whiqh the builder must make before undertaking th~
1
~
construction of a glider.
1
There are two factors which determine the value of Vy: the,1.
wing load W/E3 and the climbing coefficient Cp /c# of the air:
/
craft. Any diminution of the wing load produces the same effect ?,
~J~increase iil the climbing coefficient on the descending speed,
Brl II I 1 Illlllllm 11 I 111111-I1llIIU
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Both factors are intimately &$@den~ b~ each other”. These faotox
will first be considered separately. The rest o+ the article will
‘th”en‘~howma’~hematically all the mutual relations and influence~.,
The wing load W/$ depends on the size of the wings and %h@
ability of the builder to save as much weight as possible. Its
value lies ozdinaril.ybetween @ and 12 kg/rn2. To go much higher
is forbidden by the increased difficulty in starting. Any furthe~
diminution is improbable, on acxmt of the general weight.rela-
tions and would necessitate disproportionately large wings.
The climbing coefficient CL3/CD2 demands our principal at-
tention, since the determination of a wing section,* with regard
to its aerodynamic qualifications, conforms to the behavior of the
..
function CL3/CD2, which has to do with the coefficients of the
~Jingsection under consideration. The values of this function
vary directly as the lift coefficients of the wing section and in-
versely as the head resistance of the whole aircraft for these
high values of CL”** { r_—
In connection with wing resistance, the aspect ratio - =%2.i ‘s
(In rectangular wings this equals c/b = chord/spap). The separa-
tion of the supporting vortices near the wing tips produces a mar-
ginal or induced drag, which depends on the aspect ratio and the
square of the lift, according to the parabola equation:
* The most recent and reliable wing-section researches are con-
tained in the ‘Berichten der aerodynamischen Versuchsanstalt G8t-
tingen” for J921. This book is indispensable for the scientific
constructor.
** Of course, in all these computations, C
k
and % stand forthe whqle aixcraft. In this case Vogt and ippisch wzite
Cag and CWO, which were not adopted here, in order to avoid the
confusion ~f so many appendages.
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The G~ttingen data were all obtained f20m models having an a5--
~! pect ratio Of..5. For’converting these results to any desized as-
Lr “’=’‘“-’.” “ ,,
1[j,Pect r-atio A ...> advantage is taken of the circumstance that, in aliij-)/ existing aspect ratios, the wing resistance, due’to the viscosity~J and’internal frict.iQnof the air,,, remains the same. If its coeffi-}
f, cient i’s CD (Vogt: CDf), (the }ndex representing the aspect} o
froa which is obtained the conversion formula
+%-’)
A few brief computations will convince the reader of the im-
portance of the induced drag.*
Since the cliubing coefficient stands for the whole airplane,
it includes, in addition to the wing resistance, the parasite re-
sistance of all non-supporting parts with the areas fl, fz ....
and the coefficients cj-q, cm l ..* Taken as a whol,eand refer-
2
red to the wings (as is
given the coefficient
customary in airplane computations), it is
x ‘n CDPU
c%= S
* Tt should “Denoted tl~atthe angle Gf attack aLGQ changes
t3 fox %-r-ery aspect ratio. To every angle of attack am, which a wing wit’:
an aspect ratio of 1 : ~ requires for producing a certain li;ti,
there is added a so-called induced angle of attack. There is then
obtained, as above> from
the conversion formula for the
=a -aA s
CL 1 CL
75 =aA--#
angle of attack:
m“’)
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‘Thisvalue is introduced into the computa~~bh as a constant fez’ :11
,;
the angles of attadk, s~nce ~t~ ~d~ia~ibn$ (hat ~titiohsidbfableua-
de= some conditions) cannot be satisfactorily determined. Evi-
,-..
dently this v~lue”is khi &&e&t--’-When the aixoraft is”moving
through the air in the direction of its principal axis. From this
fact, there follows the structural condition, that the wings be
given the angle of incidence to the princ$pal axis whioh yields the
maximum value for CL3/CD2, in order that the parasite resistances
will be the smallest at the slowest descending speed.
In order to make this clearer, the function# CL3/CD2 are
plotted against the angle of attaok for a monoplane with the
G&ttingen wing sections 376 and 441* with aspect ratios of 5 and
10 (Fig. 2). In the numerical computation, a cD~ of 1.5 was
adopted for the airplane with the self-s~portin~ thick wing 441
and a CDP of 2.0 for the airplane with the thin wing section 375,
on account of the parasite resistance of the truss wires.
The curves of the climbing coefficients show characteristic
ciiiferences. Increasing the aspect ratios more than doubles the
values of CL3/~~2 for both wing sections, in which connection
the greater lift of wing section 441 first becomes noticeable for ‘“
the larger aspect ratio. Soaring flight is of great importance for
practical utilization and, furthermore, the extension of the range
of the angles of attack for use in the descending speed is SI?EL1l.
h thi,srespect the thick wing section is much better than the thin
* Attention is called to the fact that in the representation of the
kir forces in the Lilienthal polar diagram, the coefficients are
multiplied by 100, so that
Ca = 100 ca and Cw =.100 Cw.
..
ones especially with a large aspect ratio. It is likewise better
with respect to the maximum of the curve, which, for a thin wing
3!?Ct$On,,,.lies much,nearer the limit “ofthe utilizable angles of at-
...
tack (about 10°), than for the thick wing section (about 6°). The
iatter gives a muoh greater degree of safety in the event of stali--
irig,which may happen ~,tany instant in soaring flight, as a result
of changes in the direction of the wind. On the other hand, with
the improvement of the aspect ratio, both wing sections become
more sensitive to changes in the angle of attack, i.e., it becomes
more difficult for the pilot to maintain the most favorable posi-
tion~~ofthe aircraft.
fhy airplane builder,m”ayadd to these examples at his discre-
tion. When he has gone over the process of computationa few times,
he Wi11 acquire a certain intuition as to which wing section is
better for his aircraft.
The coefficient of glide cL/‘D = cot Q affects the soaring-
flight computation only when, in addition to soaring abi>ity, a
horizontal flight path is desired, in order to be able to start
from gentle slopes or glide long distances. Increasing c~3/cf
always improves the gliding coefficient, wherefore a glider, for
which a horizontal flight path is desired, must be developed moT~
in this direction than in the direction of a small wing load,
In order to obtain an aerociynamicallygood glider, there-would
be, according to the foregoing ex-placations,nothing else to do,
but to choose a very small wing load and provi~e the resulting sur-
face area with a strong, lift-generating wing section and large
of structw”al safety, especially in the now populaz monoplanes
with self-s~porting wings, then maneuverability, and carrying ca-
pacity. How far these can be improved has not ye% been determined,
therefore the constructor still has a wide field.
. Hitherto, it was impossible to understand the relations be-
tween the two factors w/S and CL3/CD2> whose unknown mutual in-
fluence reduced the whole computation to tentative tests. In or-
der to obtain a clear conception of the problem, the quantities
are largely separated into their elements. S and CL, however,
cannot be divided. CD and W become respectively
*
fCDP CL2”s
cD = co. _+ CUP + CDi = ‘D. + ~- + (K) ~,. and W=K+WS.T
Here, for the sake of simplicity, fC@ denotes the surface
A
of parasite resis’;ar.cejwhich was indicated above by Z:fn c~~.
W was divided into the weight K of all non-lifting parts (in-
cluding the pilot) and into the weight Ws of the wings, in which
w denotes the unit weight of wing area. The descending speed is
then ,—....
,’( ‘“4‘Y = ~ (CDO +
‘“1
Ti
(whereby Z/p = 16 at sea level).
* ( K )’ comes h’to biplane computations. It gives the relation Gf
the induced resistances of a monoplane to those of a biplane of
like 6/b2 and depends on the ratio of the spans of the upper anu
lower wings and the distance separating them. More accurate de-
tzils are given in the
T
“Technische Berichte 111 der Flugzeu .eis-
taxei.,’tpQ309: “Der induzierte Widerstand von Mehrdeckernl’ l_n&;.~~<
Drag of Multiplanes) by L. Prandtl.
-9-F
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In the above expression, all the quantities except S, are
‘k~iownindividually or can be determin~d. CL, On the basis of the
aolars of the chosen wing section and the probable aspect ratio,L
is so chosen that it lies in the vicinity of the probable maxima
0: c~3/q-j2. Thereby CDO Iemains constant. fc~ can be ccim-
pu~ed in known manner from the drawing and is only slightly depend-
ent on the wing area to be employed. The same holds good for ~{.
Finally’,the unit weight of surface w, according to construction
and.aspect ratio, varies between 1.5 and 2 kg/rn2. This value, at
.
the discretion of the constructor, can also be introduced into the
computation aridbe regarded as constant. It has only a slight’efl-
fect on the resuit. In order to obtain the surface area which will
reduce the descending speed t,oa minimum, a simple ?ninimal COIKpu~a-
tion must be car~ied through.
gives, after a few transformations,
(K) 2w CL2 S3 + (~) K CL2 S2”- TTb2 (2 W f C~+KC@- mb2Kf C%=C
Thei
and
d.ex
wing’surface increases with increasing K, f C%, and CDO,
decreases with increasing CL ana ~J*
The wing surface also increases with increasing span. In o~-
to discover how the cho~d c is affected, the equation i=
~~a~sfo~ed, wi~~ the aid of S = b c, and arranged according c
.
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Ana~e of attack
Fi~.2-xirfoils 376 and 441. ‘
Xsyeci ratios 5 and 10. “.
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Fig.3-Airfoil 376. Fig.4- Airfoil 441. 0
Aspect ratio 5. lispectratio 5.
Figs. 1-2-3-4. x
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